Solar Screen Care and Cleaning Instructions

Mesh Solar Fabrics

PREVENTATIVE

Dust frequently with a feather duster or soft cloth to prevent dirt build up and maintain clarity. Roll shade fully up to clean the top section: roll down and dust the next section until shade is fully extended.

DON'T's

*Do not scrub

*Do not use solvents or any abrasive substance which might damage the coating of the fabric

DO's

*If possible, leave shade in the brackets while cleaning to avoid extra handling and reinstallation. If you must remove shade from brackets for cleaning make sure the work surface is flat, smooth and clean.

*Before trying any cleaning method on the entire shade, test for color fastness on a part of the shade that is not visible.

*Remove dust build up with the soft dust attachment on a vacuum on the lowest setting. You may also use compressed air or a hand-held hair dryer on the coolest setting.

*To remove small stains, gently rub the fabric with a clean white pencil eraser.

*Should shade be excessively dirty (after dusting) wash with lukewarm water in a mild detergent and use a soft brush, sponge or cloth. Be careful not to apply too much pressure. Use sufficient liquid to wash away dirt deposits without scratching the shade surface.

*Rinse with clean water and blot dry with a soft cloth and lightly polish to remove water spots (easiest to work a small area at a time.)

*Leave the shade down until completely dry.
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**Blackout Fabrics: Raze**

Use a “Dry Chemical Sponge” for spot cleaning.

**Translucent Fabrics and Other Blackouts**

Remove dust build up with a feather duster or the soft dust attachment on a vacuum on the lowest setting or use compressed air. Clean with damp cloth or white pencil eraser.

**Ion and Polar Fabrics**

Remove dust build up with a feather duster or the soft dust attachment on a vacuum on the lowest setting. When intensive cleaning is required, ONLY the colored side may be cleaned gently with a wet cloth.

**Printed Shades**

Remove dust build up with a feather duster or the soft dust attachment on a vacuum on the lowest setting or use compressed air. Do not use any water or cleaning solutions of any kind on printed surfaces. Do not rub printed surfaces with cloths or sponges.